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ON COVERING GROUPS OF СОМРАСТ SOLENOIDS 
The questions considered in this report arose in the study of 
algebraic equations with coefficients in Banacli algebras of general-
ized analytic functions. In this case one deals with solenoidal groups 
(see, e.g., [1]) and their coverings. Throughout р : Х --t С is an 
n-fold covering of а compact solenoidal group G Ьу а connected 
topological space Х. It tшns out that there exists а morphism 
in the category of topological groups v;hich is transformed Ьу the 
forgetful f unctor bet•veen the categories of topological groups and 
spaces into р. 
The proЬlem on the existence of а group structure in а covering 
space of а topological group is also motivated Ьу the well-known 
theorem on covering groups in algebraic topology [3,§51 ]. But we 
assume neither arcwise connectedness nor !оса! connectedness of 
considering spaces. 
Recall that, Ьу the definition of а solenoidal group, there is а 
continuous homomorphism т from the additive group of the real 
numbers R into С such that an one-parameter subgroup т(R) = 
{gt Е G/t Е R} is dense in G. So that, for any element g Е G, there 
exists а dense curve {ggt/t Е R} in G. Using the lifting path lemma, 
for each х Е Х we obtain а curve {T1(x)/t Е R} in Х such that 
рТ1 (х) = p(x)g1 and Та(х) = х. Wc also have а homeomorphism 
Tt : Х --t Х: хн Т1(х) 
for eacli t Е R. 
То introdнce the desired multiplication in Х we need to study 
certain properties of the homeomorphisms Т1 's. ( For details we ref'er 
to [2]). In proving the theorern on covering groups the following 
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lemmas play а crucial role. 
Lemma 1. Let g Ье ап element of С and let {W1 , W2 , ... , Wт} 
Ье а covering of С Ьу evenly covered neighborhoods such that g Е 
т n 
W1 \ U Wk. Let p-1(W1) = U Vl and p- 1 (g) n V1 = {у0 }. Then 
k=2 1=1 
there exists а neighborhood Vo С V1 oj the point у0 satisfying the 
following property: if Tt 0 (Vo) n Vo -:/= 0 for some t0 Е R, then 
1't0 (Vo)CV1. 
Lemma 2. Ап orbit R~ = {Tt(x) : t Е R} of each point х Е Х 
is dense in the connected space Х. 
Finally, we formulate the theo1·em on covering groups for compact 
solenoids. 
Theorem. Let р : Х -7 G Ье ап n-fold covering of compact 
solenoidal group G Ьу а connected topological space Х. Then there 
existэ а. group structure in Х turning р : Х -7 G into а homomorphism 
between compact abelian groups. 
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EXTREME PROPERTIES 
OF ТНЕ TAYLOR-SAFFMAN CURVE 
Since the seminal Taylor-Saffman experiments and theoretical 
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